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Designated confirmer signatures, initially introduced by Chaum in 1994, eliminated
the undeniable signature shortcoming in which the signature can only be verified through
the cooperation of the original signer. This paper proposes several practical constructions
to multiple designated confirmer signature schemes. We employ the message- dependent
proof of equality of the discrete logarithm and trap-door commitments to construct a new
type of multiple confirmer scheme, where specified verifiers designated by the signer
would have an advantage in verifying a signature where only one (out of n) confirmer is
needed for a confirmation. Other verifiers, who the signer did not designate, must ask all
n confirmers to collaboratively confirm this signature. This paper also provides an efficient and practical solution in applying the threshold functions on the designated confirmer signatures.
Keywords: cryptography, undeniable signature, designated confirmer signatures, zeroknowledge proof, threshold signature

1. INTRODUCTION
The undeniable signature concept was introduced by Chaum et al. in 1989 [7]. It is
different from the ordinary signature in that it requires the signer’s cooperation to verify
the validity of the signature [8, 11, 21]. No one would be able to convince other people at
a later time by simply copying the signature or the contents of interactive proofs between
the signer and the recipient. The undeniable signature provides suitable technology in
giving the signer additional control over who will be able to benefit from being convinced by a signature. Unfortunately, this property may be a limitation for many practical
applications. If the signer becomes unavailable or refuses to cooperate, then the recipient
will not be able to check the signature.
Designated confirmer signatures, initially introduced by Chaum in 1994 [10], eliminated the shortcoming of the undeniable signature in which the signature can only be
verified through the cooperation of the original signer. In the signing phase, the signer S
sends a signature on the message m to the recipient R and convinces R that this signature
can be confirmed by a designated third party C. The recipient R cannot forge the signer’s
signature or convince others in a later time that the signature was truly signed by S, even
if R records the interactions of the signing procedure. However, the designated third party
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C, in the confirmation protocol, can always help R prove the validity of the signature to
any verifier V.
In increasing availability and security, constructing the extension schemes to multiple designated confirmer signatures is an important issue. Basically, the confirmation
protocol implemented with only one confirmer may create both performance and security
bottlenecks [24]. For example, a malicious confirmer could violate the promise with the
signer to show the validity of the signature to the signer’s enemies (the signer may sign a
terrible secret and fear that his enemies will find out he exposed this secret). A confirmer
could fail, have a mistake, or even refuse to help some specified recipients to verify a
signature. Generally, there are three models of the multiple confirmer scheme: (a) all n
confirmers’ collaboration is needed for a confirmation, (b) any one (out of n) confirmer
can help the recipient verify the signature, and (c) any k out of n confirmers can help the
recipient verify the signature. The model-(a) distributes the capability of confirmation to
n confirmers, so this model can only enhance security. The model-(b) replicates n confirmers such that each one has the complete capability to confirm the signature, so this
model can only enhance reliability. However, model-(c) is a highly reliable and highly
secure scheme which has the following properties: less than a threshold number of colluding confirmers cannot compromise security (e.g. illegally help the recipient verify the
signature); the signature can be verified if a threshold number of uncompromised confirmers are available and agree to run confirmation protocols.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose several practical solutions to the multiple
confirmer schemes. We especially focus on combining model-(a) and model-(b) to create
a new type of multiple confirmer scheme named dual{(1, n), (n, n)}, where some specified verifiers designated by the signer would have an advantage in verifying a signature
in which only one (out of n) confirmer is needed for a confirmation. Other verifiers, who
the signer did not designate, must ask all n confirmers to collaboratively confirm a signature. Assuming that the signer pre-determined a group of verifiers Λ = {Vi | i = 1, 2, …,
sd}, this new dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme could be highly reliable to the specified verifiers
Vi ∈ Λ. Any one (out of n) confirmer can convince the verifiers Vi ∈ Λ that the signature
is valid, whereas he cannot convince the verifiers Vi' ∉ Λ. The techniques of messagedependent proof of equality of the discrete logarithm [33] and trap-door commitments [2,
27] are used to achieve our goal.
We also present a model-(c) scheme that uses the technique of Verifiable Secret
Sharing (VSS) [16, 32] to add the threshold functions into the multiple confirmer signature scheme. A Verifiable Discrete Logarithm Shares Construction Proof (VDLSCP),
which is very similar to the VSS protocol but has some different purposes, would be developed in this scheme. In VDLSCP, everyone can check that the discrete logarithm of a
public value ai is a proper share of a random secret d0. Our solution is efficient and would
greatly reduce the communication cost and size of the signature.
Applications. Our proposed multiple confirmer signature scheme offers a valuable
contribution and is worth further research, since it provides several solutions to fulfill the
requirements of many applications in practice. The proposed scheme has some applications that would be useful in electronic commerce. The first example is a fair exchange
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protocol (usually used for network purchasing scheme or contract signing protocol). The
designated confirmer signature is a tool for designing a fair exchange protocol of signatures with an off-line trusted third party (off-line TTP). Chen [13] in 1998 proposed an
efficient fair exchange protocol by using confirmation signature scheme. Boyd and Foo
[5] further proposed that the fair exchange protocol can be constructed by any convertible signature. In 1999, Garay et al. proposed an abuse-free optimistic contract signing
protocol [20]. They employed a type of signature called a private contract signature
(PCS) in designing their protocol (our analysis shows that the PCS can be implemented
by a variant of the designated confirmer signature or by other convertible signatures).
Our solution to multiple confirmer signatures can be used to improve security as well as
the reliability of the fair exchange protocol. We propose a (k, n) threshold scheme that
provides flexible integration strategies, since the security and reliability of a system are
usually a trade-off. The detailed description is given in section 5.
The second example is that the proposed scheme can be applied to software protection. The original concept was proposed by Gennaro et al. in the RSA-based undeniable
signature scheme [21]. A software company can sign its products using our scheme to
convince authorized users that the released programs are valid and do not contain viruses
or Trojan horses. Therefore, an unauthorized user who has an illegal copy cannot get this
confirmation. Besides, a large-scale company which has many branches can delegate the
confirmation capability to multiple confirmers in order to provide a convenient and rapid
service to its users.
Related Work. Several designated confirmer signatures have been previously proposed. Okamoto in 1994 [31] proposed that a secure designated confirmer signature
scheme can exist if and only if a secure public-key encryption scheme exists. In his paper,
some practical constructions based on Schnorr and extended Fait-Shamir schemes were
also presented. However, his paper did not reveal how a multiple designated confirmer
signature scheme is designed.
Michels and Stadler in 1998 [29] proposed generic constructions for confirmer signature schemes. They introduced a new tool called confirmer commitment, which delegated the confirmation ability to a designated confirmer. The multiple confirmer construction concept was discussed in their paper; however, no specified method on dealing
with threshold functions was presented. The detailed comparison between our proposed
scheme and Michels and Stadler’s scheme will be shown in a later section.
Some of the recent studies of confirmer signature focused on the invisibility property. Camenisch and Michels in 2000 pointed out that many previous models were vulnerable to an adaptive signature-transformation attack [6]. Assuming that the confirmer is
disallowed to help a certain malicious user to confirm the signature δ, the malicious user
can use this kind of attack to transfer the original confirmer signature to an independent
form δˆ by choosing his own signature public and secret keys, such that δˆ is valid only
if δ is valid. Owing to the indistinguishability between a transfered signature and a really
new signature, the confirmer may reply to the malicious user as to whether the signature
δˆ is valid or not. As a consequence, the malicious user in fact knows whether δ is valid.
Galbraith and Mao in 2003 further proposed an RSA-based confirmer signature that is
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secure against adaptive adversaries [19]. We have not considered this adaptive attack in
the proposed schemes and plan to develop new models in future research. However,
some practical applications of the confirmer signature may reduce the possibility of performing this attack. For example, in the fair exchange protocol, the signer can obtain the
conversion service by TTP only if he presents the complete evidence of the transaction
and provides his own signature for exchange.
There are also some transformation models that have been proposed. Goldwasser
and Waisbard proposed an efficient transformation of a large class of digital signature
schemes into secure designated confirmer signature schemes [23]. They prove that the
resulting designated confirmer signature transformed by their model can be provably
secure under the same assumptions made by the originally used digital signature scheme
and the encryption scheme. Another model suggested in [37] use DSA and RSA in the
designated confirmer signature.
Some researchers attempted to develop a confirmer signature from bilinear pairings.
Han et al. [25] claimed that they had an identity-based confirmer signature scheme.
However, their scheme is simply a deniable signature and can be broken by a denial attack and a forge attack [38]. We plan to design a pairing-based confirmer signature which
can be easily extended to multiple confirmer schemes.
Outline. Section 2 gives several definitions and techniques used in our schemes. In
section 3, we show how to delegate the verifying signature ability to multiple confirmers,
and propose several practical solutions to the multiple confirmer signature schemes. In
section 4, we analyze security and discuss the properties of our proposed schemes. The
application of the fair exchange protocol is shown in section 5. We make a comparison
between our scheme and previous work in section 6. Concluding remarks and future researches are given in section 7.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Basic Model

We describe our basic model by using the following definitions.
Definition 1

The k out of n (1 ≤ k ≤ n) Threshold Multiple Confirmer Signatures.

Let SignDCS(S, C, m) be a general designated confirmer signature (e.g. [10]) on message m, which is signed by S and can be confirmed by C. Assuming there is a group of
confirmers GC = {Ci}i=1,2,…,n. We say that SignTDCS(S, GC, k, m) is a k out of n (or (k, n) for
short) threshold multiple confirmer signature if any k confirmers within GC are capable of
helping the verifiers confirm the validity of the signature.
The two special cases on k = 1 (i.e., (1, n) scheme) and k = n (i.e., (n, n) scheme)
represent any one confirmer, and all confirmers in GC, are needed for the confirmations.
Definition 2

The dual{(1, n), (n, n)} Multiple Confirmer Signatures.
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Assuming there is a group of verifiers Λ pre-determined by the signer S. A signature
SignDualDCS(S, GC, Λ, m) is called the dual{(1, n), (n, n)} multiple confirmer signature if
the verifier Vi ∈ Λ needs only one confirmer in GC to help him confirm the signature, and
the verifier not in Λ needs all confirmers in GC to complete the confirmation.
2.2 Used Techniques

This section gives some informal definitions and techniques used in our schemes.
Trap-Door Commitment (also see [2, 27]).

Definition 3

Let c be a function with input (y, u, v). The notation y denotes that the public key of
the user whose corresponding secret key is x, u is a value committed to and v is a random
number. c is a trap-door commitment if and only if it satisfies the following requirements:
1. Given y, no polynomial algorithm can find two different pairs of (u1, v1) and (u2, v2)
such that c(y, u1, v1) = c(y, u2, v2).
2. Given y and c(y, u, v), no polynomial algorithm can find u.
3. Given the secret x, (u1, v1) and a randomly selected number u2, there is a polynomial
algorithm that can find v2 such that c(y, u1, v1) = c(y, u2, v2) (This means the user who
knows the secret x, given (u1, v1), can easily forge the committed value by changing u1
into u2).
The following example is proposed in [2, 27].
Trap-door Commitment Example
Let p and q be two large primes and q | p − 1. The notation g denotes a generator of
the subgroup, Gq, of Z *p of order q. The recipient’s secret key is xR ∈ Zq and the corresponding public key is yR = gxR mod p. The sender randomly selects v ∈ Zq and commits
the value u ∈ Zq into c as the following:
c = guyvR mod p.

The sender then sends (u, v) to the recipient for decommitting.
Multiple Recipients Trap-door Commitment
Jakobsson et al. [27] proposed an efficient trap-door commitment scheme for multiple recipients Pi, i = 1, 2, …, n. They modified the commitment of u to be c =

gu

(∏

n

y
i =1 i

)

v

mod p. Each recipient is convinced by the proof that u can not be forged

by others as long as he knows that his secret key has not been compromised. Any other
user would not be convinced by the proof because all Pi, i = 1, …, n could collude to
cheat him.
Definition 4

Interactive Bi-proof of Equality (also see [18, 29]).
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Fujioka et al. in 1992 proposed an interactive bi-proof system that either proved
logα(y) = logβ(z) or proved logα(y) ≠ logβ(z). This proof system can be used in our
scheme for the confirmer to prove the correctness of the signature to the pre-determined
verifiers. We use BP(α, y, β, z) to represent this proof system.
1. The verifier chooses random values u, v ∈ Zq and computes a = αuyv, and sends a to
the prover.
2. The prover chooses random values k, k , w ∈ Zq, computes rα = αk, rβ = βk, rα = α k
and rβ = β k , and sends rα, rβ, rα , rβ , and w to the verifier.
3. The verifier sends u, v to the prover to open his commitment.
4. If a ≠ αuyv then the prover halts; otherwise he computes s = k − (v + w)x mod q and s
= k − (v + w)k mod q, and sends s, s to the verifier.
5. The verifier first checks whether αsyv+w = rα, α s rαv + w = rα and β s rβv + w = rβ , then he
verifies:

β szv+w  rβ.
If the above equation holds, then logβ(z) = logα(y), otherwise logβ(z) ≠ logα(y).
Definition 5

Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) (also see [16, 32, 36]).

A VSS scheme is a secret sharing scheme that provides an additional interactive/
noninteractive Verify algorithm for each participant in order to verify the validity of his
share without communicating with other participants. All participants can recover the
same value ŝ if their shares are valid. The recovered value ŝ is equal to the true secret s
if the dealer (responsible for distributing the shares to all participants) is honest.
Pedersen in 1991 proposed a verifiable secret sharing scheme using discrete logarithms [32]. In their scheme, the secret s is given as a discrete logarithm of a public value
gs, and each participant can verify his share using public information in regard to the secret. We used Pedersen’s scheme to develop a Verifiable Discrete Logarithm Shares Construction Proof (VDLSCP) detailed in section 3.3.

3. PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTIONS
In this section, we propose several practical constructions for multiple designated
confirmer signatures. First, we give a general description of (1, n) and (n, n) schemes
similar to the schemes proposed by [10] and [29]. A dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme is then
presented to subtly combine the schemes of (1, n) and (n, n) multiple confirmer signatures. The dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme provides a variable control over reliability and
security, however, we also need to create a (k, n) threshold designated confirmer signature scheme for general applications.
3.1 The (1, n) and (n, n) Multiple Confirmer Signature Schemes

Here, we explain briefly how the Schnorr-like signature [35] can be used to con-
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struct the (1, n) and (n, n) multiple confirmer signature schemes. Previously, Okamoto
[31] proposed a designated confirmer signature scheme using Schnorr’s signature, but
there were security flaws presented in [29]. These security flaws have been improved in
the following schemes.
Let F be a collision-resistant hash function. We describe the several definitions used
in our schemes as follows.
Definition 6

Message-dependent Proof of Equality of the Discrete Logarithm [33].

A message-dependent proof of equality of the discrete logarithm of y1 to the base g1
and y2 to the base g2 is a tuple (w, z) = ProofLogEQ(m, g1, y1, g2, y2), where w = F(m || g1 || y1
|| g2 || y2 || g1z y1w || g 2z y2w ).
This proof shows that the prover knows the discrete logarithm x: logg1(y1) ≡ logg2(y2).
To construct this proof, the prover randomly selects κ ∈ Zq and calculates w = F(m || g1 ||
y1 || g2 || y2 || g1κ || g κ2 ) and z = κ − xw mod q.
Definition 7
rithm.

Extended Message-dependent Proof of Equality of the Discrete Loga-

An extended message-dependent proof of equality of the discrete logarithm of yi to
the base gi for i = 1, 2, …, n is a tuple (w, z) = ProofExtLogEQ(m, g1, y1, g2, y2, …, gn, yn),
where w = F(m || g1 || y1 || g2 || y2 || … || gn || yn || g1z y1w || g 2z y2w || … || g nz ynw ).
This proof shows that the prover knows the discrete logarithm x: logg1(y1) ≡
logg2(y2) … ≡ loggn(yn). To construct this proof, the prover randomly selects κ ∈ Zq and
calculates w = F(m || g1 || y1 || g2 || y2 || … || gn || yn || g1κ || g κ2 || … || g κn ) and z = κ − xw mod
q.
The (1, n) Scheme. We slightly modified the hinging method described in [10, 31] and
added the ProofExtLogEQ technique into this scheme, so that any individual confirmer’s
proof of equality of the discrete logarithm could represent all confirmers’ proofs. That is,
only one confirmer is needed to verify the validity of a signature even if the capability of
confirmation was delegated to n confirmers. Let the notations of p, q, g be defined as in
section 2. There are n confirmers C1, C2, …, Cn designated by the signer S. The private/public key pairs of the signer S, recipient R, verifier V and the confirmers Ci’s are (xS,
yS = gxS mod p), (xR, yR = gxR mod p), (xV, yV = gxV mod p) and (xCi, yCi = gxCi mod p)i=1,2,…,n
respectively. The signing and confirmation protocols are described as follows:

• Signing Protocol. The signer S randomly selects t ∈ Zq and computes a = gt mod p
n
and β = ∏ i =1 bi , where bi = yCt i mod p. S then creates a Schnorr-like signature (e, δ)
related to the message m and Ci’s public key such that ρ = gr mod p (r is randomly selected by S), e = F(m || ρ || β) ⊕ a (F is a collision resistant hash function), and δ = r + e
⋅ xS mod q. Additionally, the signer needs to create (wS, zS) = ProofExtLogEQ(m, yC1, b1, yC2,
b2, …, yCn, bn) described in Definition 7 to prove the equality of the discrete logarithm for multiple items: logyC1(b1) ≡ logyC2(b2) … ≡ logyCn(bn). The complete (1, n) multiple designated confirmer signature of a message m is (B, e, δ, wS, zS) where B = (b1,
b2, …, bn).
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• Proof by the Signer. The signer S can convince the recipient R that any one confirmer Ci can help R confirm the signature. First, R computes
aˆ = e ⊕ F (m || g δ (ySe ) −1|| β ),

and then asks the signer S to run the interactive protocol of bi-proof BP(g, â, yC1, b1)
for showing logg(â) ≡ logyC1(b1). The recipient R also has to check whether the following equation wS  F(m || yC1 || b1 || yC2 || b2 || … || yCn || bn || yCzS b1wS || yCzS b2wS || … ||
1

2

yCzS bnwS ) is valid or not. The success of the verification means that R is convinced that
n

logg(â) ≡ logyC1(b1) ≡ logyC2(b2) … ≡ logyCn(bn) (equals t).
• Confirmation Protocol. The verifier V can compute â from the signature (B, e, δ, wS,
zS) and verify whether (wS, zS) is created properly (see Proof by the Signer). Any confirmer Ci can run the interactive protocol of bi-proof BP(g, yCi, â, bi) with V to show
logg(yCi) ≡ logâ(bi) (equals xCi). The verifier V could be convinced that the signature is
valid if he accepts the proof BP(g, yCi, â, bi). In this case, an individual confirmer’s
proof of the discrete logarithm can guarantee the validity of the signature.
• Conversion Protocol. Any confirmer Ci can convert the multiple designated confirmer signature to a self-authenticated signature. That is, the verifier V no longer need
to ask any Ci to help him verify the signature. Here, Ci randomly selects σi ∈ Zq and
computes λi = aσi mod p and Ti = σi + xCiF(a, λi) mod q, where F also is a hash function.
The confirmer sends (λi, Ti) to V, thus, V can verify aTi  λibiF(a,λi) [10].
The (n, n) Scheme. The (n, n) scheme can be constructed by modifying the (1, n)
n
scheme into an easier process. Let YC = ∏ i =1 yCi is a shared public key for the con

firmers C1, C2, …, Cn and β = ∏ i =1 bi = YCt . The signature of (n, n) scheme is represented by (β, e, δ), where e and δ are the same as in the (1, n) scheme. In the Proof by the
Signer phase, the recipient R computes â = e ⊕ F(m || gδ(ySe)-1 || β) and asks the signer S to
run the interactive protocol of bi-proof BP(g, â, YC, β) to show logg(â) ≡ logYC(β). Similarly, in the Confirmation phase, all confirmers {Ci}i=1,2,…,n cooperatively run the bi-proof
for multiple provers BP{C1,…,Cn}(g, YC, â, β) with the verifier V to show logg(YC) ≡ logâ(β)
n
(equals ∑ i =1 xCi ). The bi-proof for multiple provers can easily be constructed from the
original bi-proof protocol, and so we omitted the details here.
n

3.2 The dual{(1, n), (n, n)} Multiple Confirmer Signature Scheme
This section presents a scheme about the additional control over specified verifiers
Vi ∈ Λ designated by the signer. The scheme can be regarded as a (1, n)-type scheme for
these Vi ∈ Λ, but on the contrary, the scheme can only be a (n, n)-type scheme for the
other verifiers (∉ Λ). The control factor c would be added into the extended messagedependent proof of equality of the discrete logarithm in determining who can obtain the
conviction of the correctness of the proof.
Definition 8 Designated Verifier Extended Message-dependent Proof of Equality of the
Discrete Logarithm.
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Let V denote a designated verifier who has a secret key/public key pair (xV, yV = gxV
mod p). A designated verifier extended the message-dependent proof of equality of the
discrete logarithm of yi to the base gi for i = 1, 2, …, n is a tuple (w, z, u, v) =
ProofDVExtLogEQ(m, c, yV, g1, y1, g2, y2, …, gn, yn), where w = F(m || c || g1 || y1 || g2 || y2 || … ||
gn || yn || g1z y1( w+u ) || g 2z y2( w+ u ) || … || g nz yn( w+u ) ) and c = guyVv mod p is a trap-door commitment.
The prover, using this proof, can convince the designated verifier V that he knows
the discrete logarithm x: logg1(y1) ≡ logg2(y2) … ≡ loggn(yn). To construct this proof, the
prover randomly selects u, v, κ ∈ Zq and calculates c = guyVv mod p, w = F(m || c || g1 || y1 ||
g2 || y2 || … || gn || yn || g1κ || g2κ || … || gnκ ) and z = κ − x(w + u) mod q.
According to the Definition 8, a dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme for a single verifier can
be represented by (B, e, δ, wS, zS, uS, vS). Only the specified verifier V can be convinced
by ProofDVExtLogEQ(m, c, yV, yC1, b1, yC2, b2, …, yCn, bn), that is, can believe that

logyC1(b1) ≡ logyC2(b2) … ≡ logyCn(bn).
Thus, as long as any one confirmer Ci proves that logg(â) ≡ logyCi(bi), V can obtain
the conviction of the validity of the signature. However, other verifiers who cannot be
convinced by ProofDVExtLogEQ must ask all confirmers to cooperatively illustrate the relationship between â and

∏ i =1 bi
n

(refer to the (n, n) scheme).

To achieve the goal of multiple designated verifiers in a dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme,
we modified c to be c = g u

(∏

sd

g
i =1 Vi

)

v

mod p. Then, the verifiers v1, V2, …, Vsd can be

convinced that the signature is valid even if only one confirmer proves the confirmation
protocol to them.
3.3 The (k, n) Threshold Multiple Confirmer Signature Scheme

To construct a (k, n) threshold multiple confirmer signature scheme, a Verifiable
Discrete Logarithm Shares Construction Proof (VDLSCP) must be developed to help the
verifier check if the signature is constructed properly or not. Let f(x) = d0 + d1x + d2x2
+ … + dk-1xk-1 be a random polynomial over Zq with degree k − 1. The signer publishes ai
= gf(xi) mod p, for i = 1, 2, …, n, and gdi mod p, for i = 0, 1, 2, …, k − 1, the verifier therefore can be convinced that the discrete logarithm of ai is a correct share of the secret f(0)
= d0 by running VDLSCP.
Definition 9

Verifiable Discrete Logarithm Shares Construction Proof (VDLSCP).

There are two algorithms of VDLSCP: VDLSCPConstruct(D, f(x), {xi}i∈[1,n]) and
VDLSCPVerify(V, {gdi mod p}i∈[0,k-1], {ai}i∈[1,n]). These two algorithms are similar to Pedersen’s VSS scheme. In Pedersen’s VSS, the dealer privately distributes the secret shares
f(xi)’s to the participants, but in our VDLSCP, the dealer publicly sends ai = gf(xi), i = 1,
2, …, n to the verifier instead.
• VDLSCPConstruct(D, f(x), {xi}i∈[1,n]) algorithm:
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1. The dealer D randomly chooses a degree k − 1 polynomial f(x) = d0 + d1x + … +
dk-1xk-1 over Zq where f(0) = d0.
2. The dealer computes f(xi) for i ∈ [1, n] where all xi’s are public values.
3. The dealer publicly sends a = gf(0) mod p, gdi mod p, for i =1, 2, …, k − 1 and ai =
gf(xi) mod p, for i = 1, 2, …, n, to the verifier.
• VDLSCPVerify(V, a, {gdi mod p}i∈[0,k-1], {ai}i∈[1,n]) algorithm:
1. The verifier V computes hi = a ⋅

k −1

∏ j =1 ( g

d j xij

)

mod p, for all i = 1, 2, …, n.

2. The verifier V verifies whether hi  ai. If it holds, then he accepts that ai is constructed properly, i.e., the discrete logarithm of ai is a correct share of the secret f(0)
= d0. This means that the discrete logarithms of any k ai’s (in all {ai}i=1,2,…,n) can be
used to recover the same secret value.
We describe the (k, n) threshold multiple confirmer signature scheme in the following:
• Signing Protocol. The signer runs the algorithm of VDLSCPConstruct(S, f(x), {yCi}i∈[1,n])
to construct the public values related to the secret shares, and uses these public values
to generate the confirmer signature. That is, the signer S randomly selects a secret
polynomial f(x) = d0 + d1x + d2x2 + … + dk-1xk-1 and computes ti = f(yCi), for i = 1, 2, …,
n. The signer then computes a = gf(0) mod p, ai = gti mod p, for i ∈ [1, n] and gdi mod p,
for i ∈ [1, k − 1]. Afterwards, the signer S computes bi = yCti mod p and creates a
i
Schnorr-like signature (e, δ) related to the message m and Ci’s public key such that ρ =
gr mod p (r is randomly selected by S), e = F(m || ρ || ∪b) ⊕ a, and δ = r + e ⋅ xS mod q,
where ∪b = (b1 || b2 || … || bn). The complete (k, n) multiple designated confirmer signature of a message m is (A, B, L, e, δ) where A = (a1, a2, …, an), B = (b1, b2, …, bn) and L
= (gd1, gd2, …, gdk-1).
• Proof by the Signer. The signer S can convince the recipient R that any k out of n
confirmers can help R confirm the signature. First, R computes

aˆ = e ⊕ F (m || g δ ( ySe ) −1 || ∪b ),
and then runs the algorithm of VDLSCPverify(R, â, L, A) to verify if each ai is constructed correctly or not. Aside from this, R must ask the signer S to run the interactive
protocol of bi-proof BP(gi, ai, yCi, bi), for all i ∈ [1, n], to show logg(ai) ≡ logyCi(bi).
• Confirmation Protocol. The verifier V can compute â from the signature (A, B, L, e,
δ) and run the algorithm of VDLSCPverify(R, â, L, A) to verify each ai (see Proof by the
Signer). Any group of k confirmers (for simplicity, assume that C1, C2, …, Ck) can run
the interactive protocol of bi-proof BP(g, yCi, ai, bi), for i ∈ [1, k] with V to show that
logg(yCi) ≡ logai(bi) (equals xCi).
• Conversion Protocol. The k confirmers C1, C2, …, Ck can convert the (k, n) threshold designated confirmer signature to a general signature. This means that the verifier
V no longer need to ask the confirmers to help him verify the signature. Here, each Ci, i
∈ [1, k] randomly selects σi ∈ Zq and computes λi = aiσ i mod p and Ti = σi + xCiF(ai, λi)
mod q, where F also is a hash function. The confirmer sends (λi, Ti) to V, thus, V can
verify aiTi  λibiF(ai,λi).
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4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the security of our scheme. We assume that in the random oracle model [34], the Schnorr signature scheme and the Extended Messagedependent Proof of Equality of the Discrete Logarithm can be proven to be secure.
4.1 The Security of the (1, n) and (n, n) Scheme

The following security properties are discussed in the (1, n) scheme. The security
analysis to the (n, n) scheme is very similar and is omitted here.
Unforgeability of Signatures. Two scenarios of forging the confirmer signatures are
described here to analyze our scheme’s security. Assuming a forging algorithm A1 creates a new value e′ ≠ e and computes δ ′ = r′ + e′xS. In this scenario, A1 can select a rann
dom t′ and calculate a′ = gt′ mod p and bi′ = yCt ′i mod p. Then A1 calculates β ′ = ∏ i =1 bi′,
r′
*
ρ′ = g mod p and e′ = F(m || ρ′ || β ′) ⊕ a′. This forged signature (e′, δ ′) can successfully
pass the verification of bi-proof of both signer and confirmer. However, it is difficult to
find a valid δ ′ without knowing the signer’s secret xS. Thus, forging a correct confirmer
signatures using A1 is as difficult as breaking Shnorr’s signature.

In another scenario, a forging algorithm A2 tries to find a value of e+ = F(m* || ρ || β+)
⊕ a = e = F(m || ρ || β) ⊕ a. In this scenario, A2 need not find a new value of δ to forge a
valid signature. The two methods in determining β+ and a+ which can satisfy F(m* || ρ || β+)
⊕ a+ = e are described as follows: (1) A2 randomly selects bi+ and computes β+ =
n
a+ = F(m* || ρ || β+) ⊕ e. A2 can easily obtain a+; however, the discrete loga∏ i =1 bi+ and
+
rithms of a and β+ are not the same because F is a collision-resistant hash function,
whose output is truly random. (2) A2 randomly selects a+, and computes β+ that can satisfy F(m* || ρ || β+) ⊕ a+ = e. However, since F is a one-way hash function, to find a proper
β+ is computationally infeasible.
+

Indistinguishhability of Signatures.
distinguishability in our scheme.
Lemma 1

The following lemma is used to analyze in-

Decision-Diffie-Hellman Assumption [29].

Let two sets be defined as follows:

χ ={(g1, g2, y1, y2) ∈ G4 | <g1> = <g2> = G}
DH = {(g1, g2, y1, y2) ∈ χ | logg1y1 = logg2y2.
Note that the elements of DH correspond to a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. For the base
g1, g2 = g1t and y1 = g1x are exchanged values. The resulting exchange key is y2 = g2x = y1t.
DDH assumption says that two random variables from χ and DH, respectively, are computationally indistinguishable.
We assume that there exits a simulator A that can distinguish a valid confirmer signature from a simulated one. We show that we can use A to solve the Decision-Diffie-
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Hellman problem (Lemma 1). According to Lemma 1, assume that A generates two
simulated signatures S1 = (B*, e*, δ*, wS*, zS*) and S2 = (B+, e+, δ+, wS+, zS+), where S1 ∈
DH is a valid signature and S2 ∈ χ is an invalid one. If A can identify the correct signature from S1 and S2, we can tell which pair of (a*, β*) or (a+, β+) has the same discrete
logarithm, i.e. comes from DH. This result violates the assumption of Lemma 1.
4.2 The Security of the dual{(1, n), (n, n)} Scheme

The security of the dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme relies on Definition 8. A designated
verifier V who knows the secret xV can be convinced that ProofDVExtLogEQ is correct, while
others cannot be convinced. Below, we will show that V can simulate the correct transcripts of ProofDVExtLogEQ to cheat anyone even if V doesn’t know the prover’s secret.
Lemma 2

Simulation of the Proof.

Let V be a designated verifier who has a secret/public key pair (xV, yV = gxV mod p).
Without accessing the prover’s secret, V is able to forge ProofDVExtLogEQ by randomly selecting τ, γ, and z ∈ Zq and calculating:
c = gτ mod p
w = F(m || c || g1 || y1 || g2 || y2 || … || gn || yn || g1zy1γ || g2zy2γ || … || gnzynγ )
u = (γ − w) mod q
v = (τ − u)xV-1 mod q.

The (w, z, u, v) result will then successfully pass the proof verification.
4.3 The Security of (k, n) Threshold Scheme

If the signer does not trust a single confirmer, he may want to delegate the confirmation ability to n agents such that the verification will require at least k number of these
to cooperate. However, a threshold (k, n) scheme must prevent k − 1 or less confirmers
from colluding to convince V into believing the correctness of the signature. The following lemma will show that this type of collusion cannot be successfully performed in our
scheme.
Lemma 3

The Collusion Attack on the Threshold Confirmer Signature Scheme.

In our (k, n) threshold scheme, (k − 1) or less confirmers cannot collude to convince
the verifier V that a valid signature is correct even if they leak their secrets to each other.
We prove this lemma by contradiction. We show that anyone can create an invalid
signature that passes the confirmation protocol performed by only k − 1 confirmers. According to the confirmation protocol, we assume that C1, C2, …, Ck-1 run the interactive
protocol of bi-proof to show logg(yCi) ≡ logai(bi), for i ∈ [1, k − 1]. A malicious user who
obtained a valid signature (A, B, L, e, δ) for message m can take the following steps to
create an invalid signature for m* by passing the confirmation protocols performed by
these k − 1 confirmers.
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1. Computes a* = F(m* || ρ || ∪b) ⊕ e.
2. Let {(px0, gpy0), (px1, gpy1), …, (pxk-1, gpyk-1)} = {(0, a*), (yC1, a1), …, (yCk-1, ak-1)}. Constructs a polynomial over the base g:

g f ( x ) = ∏ s =0 ( g pys
∗

k −1

)∏

x − px j
k −1
j = 0, j ≠ s pxs − px j

∗

∗

∗

k −1

= g d0 ⋅ ( g d1 ) x … ( g d k −1 ) x .
)∗

)∗

)∗

3. Computes the values of (ak∗ , ak∗ +1 , … , an∗ ) = ( g Ck , g Ck +1 , … , g Cn ).
4. Create an invalid signature (A*, B, L*, e, δ), where A* = (a1, a2, …, ak-1, ak∗ , ak∗ +1 ,
∗
∗
∗
an∗ ) and L* = ( g d1 , g d 2 , … , g d k −1 ).
f (y

f (y

f (y

Unforgeability of Signatures. A (k, n) threshold multiple confirmer signature is valid
if it passes the confirmation protocol performed by k or more confirmers. To prove this,
we created two scenarios in which a signature is forged. In the forging algorithm A1, a
new value e′ ≠ e needs to be computed. A1 randomly selects a polynomial f(x)′ = d0′ +
d1′x + d2′x2 + … + dk′-1xk-1 and computes ti′ = f(yCi)′, for i = 1, 2, …, n. The signer then
′

computes a′ = gf(0)′ mod p, ai = gti′ mod p, bi = yCti mod p (i ∈ [1, n]) and gdi′ mod p (i ∈
i

[1, k − 1]). Thus, e′ can be computed as e′ = F(m* || ρ′ || ∪b′) ⊕ a′, where ∪b′ = (b1′ || b2′
|| … || bn′). However, without knowing the signer’s secret xS, a Schnorr-like signature δ ' =
r′ + e′xS cannot be obtained.
In another scenario, a forging algorithm A2 tries to find a value for e+ = F(m* || ρ ||
∪b ) ⊕ a+ = e = F(m || ρ || ∪b) ⊕ a. Here, A2 doesn't need to find a new value of δ to forge
a valid signature. The two methods in determining B+ and A+ that can satisfy F(m* || ρ ||
∪b+) ⊕ a+ = e will be described as follows: (1) A2 randomly selects bi+ and computes a+
= F(m* || ρ || ∪b+) ⊕ e, where ∪b+ = (b1+ || b2+ || … || bn+). A2 can easily obtain a+; however,
a+ has to be a random number because F is a collision-resistant hash function, whose
output is truly random. Since all bi’s have been previously determined and at least k confirmers have proven their confirmer protocols, we know that at least k ai’s must be fixed
according to bi’s. The critical problem here is that these k ai’s can also determine the
value of a+ using the Lagrange interpolating method in finding a unique polynomial. That
means that the probability of finding a proper a+ to satisfy the above two conditions is
negligible. (2) A2 randomly selects a+ and computes ∪b+ that can satisfy F(m* || ρ || ∪b+)
⊕ a+ = e. However, since F is a one-way hash function, finding a proper ∪b+ is computationally infeasible.
+

5. THE APPLICATION ON THE FAIR EXCHANGE PROTOCOL
The protocol of fair exchange of digital signatures [1, 4, 13], which involves two
signing party exchange their signatures in a fair manner, is an important application for
the designated confirmer signature. An efficient strategy in maintaining the fairness of
the protocol can be done using an off-line trusted third party (off-line TTP) as a mediator
to solve disputes between the two attending parties. However, the above strategy depends
on a fully trustworthy center, which is a high-risk assumption. Any center may suffer the
attacks of viruses or Trojan horses, or may be compromised by a malicious intruder.
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Franklin and Reiter [17] have proposed a semi-trusted third party (STTP) model that can
improve the security by protecting the exchanging secrets against the misuse of the
STTP.
Nevertheless, the model of STTP cannot solve the problems of colluding attacks and
system reliability. One of the two attending parties may collude with the STTP to gain an
advantage over the other party. Aside from this, the service may be stopped if the STTP
is unavailable due to being faulty or compromised. Our proposed multiple confirmer
signature scheme can be applied to solve the above problems by adjusting the level of
trust and the degree of reliability. Below, we use the (k, n) threshold scheme as an example to describe a highly reliable protocol for fair exchange of signatures with multiple
off-line TTPs.
The protocol involves n + 2 parties, namely the two attending parties UA and UB,
and n off-line TTPs named T1, T2, …, Tn. Assuming that UA and UB want to exchange
their signatures on the same message m, the protocol is divided into two phases:
Normal Phase
1. UA signs a signature sA on the message m by using (k, n) threshold multiple confirmer
signature scheme and sends sA to UB.
2. UA convinces UB that sA is a valid signature and can be confirmed and converted by k
or more TTPs out of {T1, T2, …, Tn}.
3. UB sends his universally verifiable signature SigB on the message m to UA. Note that
SigB can be made by any original signature scheme such as RSA or DSS, and can be
publicly verified by everyone.
4. UA verifies SigB. If the verification succeeds, UA also sends his universally verifiable
signature SigA on the message m to UB.
Dispute Phase
If UB does not receive UA’s signature SigA after he has sent SigB to UA, he can ask
TTPs to solve the dispute.

1. UB sends sA to all n TTPs, T1, T2, …, Tn, for conversion. In addition, UB also needs to
send SigB to all TTPs (a more complex and secure version: UB also needs to create a (k,
n) threshold scheme for SigB to divide SigB into n pieces and sends each piece SigBi to
Ti, for i = 1, 2, …, n).
2. Each Ti checks sA and SigB (or SigBi). If the verification succeeds, Ti sends the conversion message to UB and sends SigB (or SigBi) to UA.
3. If UB receives the conversion messages from k or more out of n TTPs, UB can then
convert sA into a self-authenticated (universally verifiable) signature.
Lemma 4

Fairness property.

If k or more TTPs are honest, the above protocol (more complex version) can guarantee that, either both parties UA and UB gain each other’s signature or they obtain nothing valid (note that k must be greater than or equal to  n  + 1 if dishonest TTPs may
 2 
conspire with UA or UB).
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The signature sA in the above protocol can also be constructed by using the (n, n) or
dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme according to different security and reliability policies. Aside
from this, we only give a brief description for the application of our proposed multiple
confirmer signature scheme. The above basic model also can be further extended to a
more advanced version such as ensuring a timely termination [1] and adding an abusefree property [20].

6. COMPARISONS
In this section, we compare our schemes with Michels and Stadler’s schemes [29].
In Michels and Stadler’s paper, only the (1, n) scheme was described in detail (the (n, n)
scheme can be easily constructed by extending the (1, n) scheme, but there is no specific
procedure presented in their paper). Thus, we compare the efficiency of the (1, n) scheme
in our paper and Michels and Stadler’s paper. Table 1 shows the comparison results.
Aside from this, an overall difference between our paper and Michels and Stadler’s paper
is shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Comparison of efficiency.
Michels and Stadler’s scheme [29]
(Schnorr-like)
Efficiency:
(1, n)
scheme Signing: (n + 2) exp + 2 hash + 2 add(Gq)
+ 1 mul(Gq)
Proof by the Signer: 3 exp + 2 hash +
n mul(Gq) + 1 bi-proof-for-n-discrete-logs
Confirmation: 3 exp + 2 hash + 1 mul(Gq)
+ 1 bi-proof
Conversion: not mentioned

Our proposed scheme
Efficiency:
Signing: (n + 2) exp + 1 hash + 1 add(Zp*)
+ 1 add(Gq) + n − 1 mul(Zp*) + 1 mul(Gq)
Proof by the Signer: 2 exp + 1 hash + (n −
1) mul(Zp*) + 1 add(Zp*) + 1 bi-proof +
1 ProofExtLogEQ
Confirmation: 2 exp + 1 hash + (n − 1)
mul(Zp*) + 1 add(Zp*) + 1 bi-proof +
1 Verify-ProofExtLogEQ
Conversion: 2 exp + 2 hash + 1 add(Gq) +
1 mul(Zp*) + 1 mul(Gq)

Table 2. Overall difference.
(1, n) scheme

Michels and Stadler’s scheme [29]
Use of the bi-proof to prove the
equality of n discrete logarithms

(n, n) scheme
No specific procedure
dual{(1, n), (n, n)} None
scheme

(k, n) scheme

No specific procedure

Our proposed scheme
Use of a non-interactive proof,
ProofExtLogEQ, to prove the equality of
n discrete logarithms
Extension of (1, n) scheme
Use of a non-interactive proof,
ProofDVExtLogEQ, to prove the equality
of n discrete logarithms to a specified
group of verifiers
Use of the verifiable secret sharing
scheme and a special construction of
the hinging factors (a, b)
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The notation is described as follows. exp denotes an exponentiation operation over
Zp*, hash denotes a collision-resistant hash operation, add denotes an addition operation
and mul denotes a multiplication operation. Since the techniques of our scheme and
Michels and Stadler’s scheme are different, we can only roughly evaluate the numbers of
the basic operations. For example, we do not consider the differences in input and output
sizes of the hash functions, which are too complicated. For simplification, the detailed
operations of some proofs, such as bi-proof and ProofExtLogEQ, are also omitted.
The computational cost of our (1, n) scheme is very close to that of Michels and
Stadler’s scheme. However, Michels and Stadler employ the bi-proof to prove that n discrete logarithms are the same. Our scheme instead suggests a non-interactive proof
ProofExtLogEQ, which is a portion of the signature, to show the equality of n discrete logarithms. Thus, anyone who obtains the ProofExtLogEQ can verify it by himself/herself and
thus the confirmation procedure can be done by the aid of only one confirmer. This is the
reason that the Confirmation phase of our proposed scheme needs an additional operation
of Verify-ProofExtLogEQ (see Table 1). Moreover, a particular and useful extended proof
ProofDVExtLogEQ, the basic cryptographic primitive of building the dual{(1, n), (n, n)}
scheme, is systematically developed. The dual{(1, n), (n, n)} scheme can thus be implemented by some minor modifications to the (1, n) and (n, n) schemes.
The (k, n) scheme is an another advantage of our paper. It is particularly useful for
enhancing the security of the application system, such as the fair exchange protocol. The
fair exchange protocol mentioned in the previous section can reach the same goal of the
“semi-trusted” TTP proposed in [17], and can further improve the reliability of the protocols in [17]. To sum it up, Michels and Stadler contributed several generic construction
models for building the confirmer signature with many existing signature schemes; however, we are proposing some flexible models which are more suitable in constructing a
variety of multiple confirmer signature schemes.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents several practical schemes for a multiple confirmer signature. A
multiple confirmer signature scheme gives advantages to both the signer and recipient,
because a signer simply cannot trust a single confirmer and a recipient has the assurance
of being able to convince others that the signature is correct. As there are various models
in our scheme, the tradeoff between security and reliability can easily be adjusted.
A generalized multiple confirmer signature scheme, like the concept of Generalized
Group-oriented Cryptosystem (GGOC) [12], can be realized by extending our basic (k, n)
threshold scheme; however, the details are omitted here. Moreover, some applications
such as fair exchange and contract signing can be improved by adopting the framework
of our multiple confirmers scheme to maintain a highly reliable and highly secure service.
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